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Durinq the thirteen week internship placement at the
university couns<allinq Centre, Memorial university of
Newfoundland, the intern enqaqed in many professional
activities which enabled hiD! to enhance and build upon
his skills us a counsellor. These activities included:
(a) individual counselling with 29 clients on a variety
of personal, academic, and career concerns; (b) weekly
training in Interpersonal Procl~ss Recall Traininq in
counselling; (c) working five hourG a week as a career
information assistant in the Career Planning Centre;
(d) co-leading an AssertivenerJs 'l'raining Group for a
period of six weeks; (e) participating in weekly case
conferenClJJJ with the professional counselling staff at
the Counselling Centre; and (f) supervision and video-
tape review of counselling Gessions enabled the intern
to critically examine his counselling skills, building
upon his strengths and remediating his weaknesses.
The accompanyinq internship study gave the intern an
opportunity to conduct research in an area that ....as of
interef.lt to him. The study was conducted with five
volunteers from The Mellorial university of
Ii
Newfoundland's Learning Disability Association. The
intern investigated if training in metacognition via
verbal self-instruction would enhance the reading
comprehension as well as the learning and stUdy
strategies of the participants. The results of the
litudy indicated that While there were no significant
gains in the participants reading comprehension, there
was, however, improvement in their acquisition of
learning and study strategies.
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CUP'1'ER I
IH'rRODOCTIOH
Rationale tor tbe IDterliSbip
Candidates for the !I..lster' 9 Degree in Educa':ional
Psychology at Memorial University of Netrrlfoundland are
required to complete a thesis, or an internship ....ith a
related research project, to fulfil their academic
requirements. The internship option consists of a 13
week placement in an approved professional setting and
is intended to permit the intern to gaLn contiden:::e as
a counsellor through additional practical experiences
and skill development.
The internship, to be conducted at the Memorial
University of Newfoundland's counselling Centre, was
selected as the option for the following reasons:
1. It would allow the intern to gain practical
experience in counselling and to apply
theoretical concepts learned during the
formal part of t""\e program.
2. The internship would provide a professi"lnal
environment in which the intern can receive
direct supervision in both individual and
group counselling ~nd in many of the other
profess;onal activities associated with an
active university counselling centre.
The intern was interested in working with
other professionals and being exposed to a
variety ot counselling approaches and other
human development activities.
4. The intern would be given the opportunity to
broaden his knowledge about the counselling
profession.
THB SlrrTING
The Counselling Centre at Memorial university of
Newfoundland was chosen by this intern for the
internship setting_ Application was made to the centre
in the fall of 1991. This was followed by an interview
with Or. George Hurley, Associate Professor in
Counselling and Training Director at the Centre. The
intern was successful in obtaining a placement at the
Centre starting with the first day of classes for the
Spring Semester and extending for a period ~f thirteen
weeks.
The University Counselling CentrE.. waB chosen by
the intern for the following reasons:
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1. The quality and quantity of professional
supervision Bvailat.:ie at the Centre.
2. The quality of learning opportunities and
experiences likely to be available at the Centre.
3. The opportunity to work with trained professionals
and participate in case conferenclng.
4. Availability of a qualified field supervisor on
site.
5. The opportunity to engage in individual
counselling on a regUlar basis.
6. The opportunity to be exposed to the Career
Guidance services Offered by the Centre.
The Counselling Centre has six full-time
counsellors who are on hand to assist students with
their personal, social, academic, and career concerns.
The Centre also employs the services of a reading
specialist and an administrative assistant. The
professional faCUlty of the counselling Centre include:
Dr. Elizabeth Church, Assistant Professor in
counselling
Dr. Elaine Davis, A::. ...ociate Professor in
Counaelling
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Or. Michael Doyle, Assistant Professor in
counselling
Or. John Garland, Associate Professor in
counselling
Dr. George Hurley. Associate Professor in
counselling and Training Director
Mr. Lester Marshall, Reading specialist
Dr. B. M. Schoenberg, Professor and Director
Mr. Wayne Yetman, Administrative Assistant in
counselling.
The primary goal of the counselling Centre as
stated in the Memorial university counselling Centre
Referral And Resources Handbook (1992), "is to help
students release, develop, or direct their personal
capabilities" (p.S). To this end, the Centre offers
services in four areas;
1. L.arning Bnbanc...nt Progr...
These may include such programs as speed Reading
and Compreh£i1sion, organizing Ideas for Term Papers and
Essays, and Oral Communication. These programs usually
last a period of six weeks during which time the
students learn general strategies that will hopefully
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help them cope more effectively with their university
2. Car••r PI.llning C.ntre
An appropriate career choice appears to be II. major
contributor to students' satisfaction with their
performance in university. The Career Planning Centr!l
(CPC) serves as a drop-tn-centre designed to help
students in such areas as gathering information
relevant to educational and career goalS, performing
self-exploration of career-related interests,
clarifying values, acquiring more effective decision
making strategies, and developing both short and lon9-
term career plans. Additional information that can be
accessed at the CPC is described in the Memorial
University Counselling Centre Referral And Community
Resources Handbook as follows:
(a) general career-planning materialS;
(b) job hunting, resum6 writing, and interviewing
materials;
(c) description or qualifications needed and
entrance requirements for various careers;
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(el) guides to different programs of study
available in Canada, the united states, and the
COllIDonwealth countries; and
(e) IS complete collection of Canadian University
and College Calendars, (p.S).
3. Ja4ivi4ud aDd QrQup cOun••UiDq
The Centre offers individual counselling and group
counselling services to students attending Memorial
university. Individual counselling may take the form
of either personal, academic, or career concerns. For
those students whose difficulties may be better dealt
within a group situation, the centre offers qr.oup
counselling in the following areas: Test Anxiety
Management and Assertiveness Training.
4. Crede.tiah Service
For those students attending Memorial university
and want to pursue a career in the field of education,
the centre provides a service whereby all pertinent
employment information on a student is kept on fUe and
when that student applies for a teaching position, the
centre forwards the materials to the prospective
employers. This service is presently offered to
students at a nominal fee.
"
GOALS or 'lBS INTBlUfBBIP
The main objective for this intern in choosing the
internship is to qatn further practical experience
....hich may help to enhance his professional growth and
development. Below is a list of goals whIch the intern
set for himself at the Counselling Centre.
Goal 1: TO de.e10p •••U'-evaluation of the interD.'.
present lIt.renqth. and V••tD••••••
This was accomplished by: a) videotaping- all
counselling sessions with clients who consented to
taping, b) critically reviewing these tapes .... ith the
intern's supervisors and a fellow intern, c) lIleeting
with both field and faculty supervisors midway through
the internship to discuss the intern's progress.
meeting with the field supervisor at the close of the
internship to discuss the intern's progress over the
period of the internship.
Goal 2: To ~.co•• fuiliar with tb••ervio•• of •
car••r planft1tI.CJ centre.
This was accomplished by actually working tive
hours of the work week in the Career Planning CAntre.
At the beginning of the internship, the intern was
assigned a time to work when an exper lenced person was
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present. As the internship progressed, and the intern
became more familiar with the Career Planning Centre,
the intern was lett alone to handle the running of the
centre.
Goal 3, 1'0 g&lD further .xpari.Doa with the
._trai.tr.tioD, interpretation, aDd aoorln9
of .tand_rcU••d t •• t aDd invantori•••
This was accomplished by: a) administering and
interpreting tests and inventories such as the Strong
7ntereat Inventory, Destiny, and Self-Directed Search
to clients on an as-needed basis.
Goal ... r To davelop aD iecr.....d a.araD••• of the
par.oDal, aoola1, and &ca4••ie conoarna ot
unlveraity atudant. and to harD attactiv•
• ay. of 4 ...11nq with the D••". of tbia
.pacific population.
This was accomplished through: a) engaging in
individual couns'!:lling ....ith 29 clients, b)
dissemin.-ting occupational and academic information to
students visiting the Career Planing Centre
approximately five hours a week, and c) reading journal
articles and boOks relevant to this population ~see
Appendix A for an annotated bibliography) •
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aoa1 5: '1'0 furtber develop kDovladq_ or ClOUD••lliDl}
tb.ori•• aDd tachlliqu•••
This goal was accomplished by: a) case
conferencing with the other counsellors on staff, and
b) reading relevant. literature on this topic during the
course of the internship, (see Appe"dix A).
Goal II '1'0 partiClipata in c••• conteraacing
with other train.1I prOf•••ioliat••
This goal was accomplished by participating 1n
.weekly one-hour case presentations with other staff
members. Each week one counsellor at the Centre would
present a case from his or her files, and the other
counsellors would offer feedback and suggestions.
Goal 71 To gain further experieDce in qroup
CloUD.alling.
This goal was accomplished by co-leading an
Assertiveness Training- Group for a period of six weeks
with a fellow intern.
80PQVI8IOK UD FEEDBACK PJtOCZ")OIlIlB
OU'3 to the varying- holiday schedules of the staff
at the counselling- centre, the super·Jision of this
intern was shared between the following three people:
Dr. George Hurley -ted as field supervisor for the
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first seven weeks, Dr. B. Mark Schoenberg for the next
four weeks, and for the remaining two ",eeks, Dr.
Elizabeth Church supervised the intern. In addition to
the above mentioned, Dr. Elaine Davis supervised the
intern with respect to group counselling. Dr. Tim
Seifert from the Faculty of Education a'ijked to act as
the intern's faculty supervisor.
supervision was conducted in the following manner:
1. Regular weekly one-hour meetings were scheduled
with the field supervisor to discuss the intern's
progress and concerns, and to critically review
segments of counselling tapes.
2. In addition to weekly meetings, the intern meet
with the field supervisor midway through the
internship to discuss the intern's progress.
3. Throughout the course of the internship, the
intern meet with Dr. Elizabeth Church and a fellow
intern to discuss taped counselling sessions that
each had recorded that week.
4. Regular one-hour meetings were held with Dr.
Elaine Davis to discuss the interns' progress and
concerns with respect to co-leading an
Aseertiveness Training Group.
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5. The faculty supervisor assisted the intern in
developing the internship proposal and completing:
the internship report, and advised the intern ",ith
respect to any changes.
6. The faCUlty supervisor lIlet with the intern on a
weekly basis to discuss the interns' progress and
concerns with respect to the internship.
7. The intern met with both field and faCUlty
supervisors at the end of the internship to
discuss his progress over the thirteen-week
internship period and to evaluate the extent to
whlch his qoals were reached.
CIIAPTIR II
'1'B1 JMTBIUIBBIP. A DIICUPTIOIf or ACTIVI'l'I18
This chapter will serve to highlight the various
activities undertaken by the intern during the
internship period of May 11 to August 7, 1992. A
sUllIIlIary ot these activities, complete with time
allocations tor each, is found in Table 1.
'f'abl. 1
Rour. Allooated To Internship Aotiviti••
2l
Aotivity
Individual counselling
Group counsellinq
Career Planning centre
Review of Videotapes
Supervisiool
55
14
.5
2l
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Interpersonal Process Recall Training (IPR) 24
Caae Conferencing
Research/Reading 100
Maintaining Log and Case Files J3
Total hours allocated to these activities 360
Oriell~.~ioll. a.o~i...i~h.
It is cu.to.ary at the beginninq ot the intern.hip
that new interns at the counsellinCj Centre spend. the
first week orienting the.selves to their new
surroundinCj. However, since the intern co.pleted hiG
pre-practicUII at the centr., these activities did not
ARIA. 01' COIfCBII'l'U.TIO.
During- the internship at the coun.ellinCj Centre,
the intern was exposed to a number of activiti.s,
including the tollowinq:
Illdivi4ual COUll••llill9
Individual counsellillq at the counselling Centre
meant that the intern was available for personal,
academic and career concerns. Durinq the period ot
internship the intern saw a total of 29 clients, 25
females and" .ales. The nature of the concerns that
the clients souqht counselling were as follows: twenty
sought counselling tor career concerns, eight sought
counselling tor personal concerns, and one client
sought counselling for acadeaic concerns. The nu.ber
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of sessions the intern spent with. each client ranged
froID one to four.
A total or 55 hours during the whole of the
internship was spent enqaged in individual counselling
sesdons with clients.
Group couuelliDlj
During the internship, the intern was approached
by Dr. Elaine Davis, (6 counsellor at the centre), and
was offered the oppc.rtunity of co-leading an
assertiveness training group with a fellow intern who
was also completing her internship at the Centre. Both
interns were assigned the task of interviewing the
prospective clients, and a total of eight were
eventually chosen to take part in the group.
The group finally selected was composed of six
males and two females. The group ran for It. total of
six weeks, with each intern sharing the duties of group
leader on alternate weeks. The intern found this
exporience to be both challenging and rewarding. It
alllO gave the intern the opportunity to hone his group
counselling skills.
Throughout the course of the six weeks. the intern
had regular weekly meetings with Dr. Davis to discuse
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the intern's progress and concerns with running the
group. This time period was a180 used to dIscuss the
~ormat of upcoming sessIons. The intern found this
form of feedback to be extremely helpfuL It qave him
an opportunity to experience what it was actually like
to co-lead II. qroup of this nature. It also afforded the
intern II. chance to foster the growth of his qroup
skills through interactIons with the group under the
watchful eye of an experienced counsel) ·"r.
Car." Pla1Ul1D9 C.Dtr.
The Career PlanninC) Centre (epe) located In Room
3035 of the Thompson StUdent centre, Is II. branch of the
Counselling Centre which efters students and faculty
the opportunity to drop-in, without appolntJlent. to
access various kinds of educational and career
information.
One of the duties assigned to the intern durin9
his thirteen-week internship at the Counselling Centre
was to perforJI the duties of a career information
assistant in the Career Planning Centre for five hours
per week. The intern's nin responsibility was to help
stUdents and faculty locate appropriate matorials. If
the intern felt that a person could beneUt fro••ore
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in-depth counselling, then he informed him/her that
they could make an appointment with a counsellor via
the main counselling centre ottice.
The intflrn found that his work at the CPC qave h.i m
the opportunity to become familiar with the various
materials aSllociated with making an informed career
choice. In assisting other students in their search
for career related materials, the intern feels that his
knowledge of tbe world of work was expanded. It also
gave him a chance to practice his career counselling
skills with II variety of i!l.9,z groups. In conjunction
with the day to day workings of the Career Planning
Centre, the intern also participated in monthly
meetings attended by the CPC personnel and the
counsellors at the counselling Centre. These meetings
were a time when each staff member could discuss any
difficulties that they encountered during the past
month. It was also a time new acquisitions to the CPC
were presented in a show and tell type of format. The
intern spent a total of 65 hours in the Career Planning
Centre dur ing the thirteen-week internship.
,.
aev!•• of Vid.eotap••
The reviewing of the intern's videotapes waa one
of the most helpful activities that the intern en9a'g'ed
in while at the counselling Centre. At the onset of
each counselling session, the client was asked if they
would consent to having their session videotaped for
the purposes of supervision of the intern. If they
agreed, they signed a consent form, as per the
regulations for interns at the Centre, (see Appendix
B). Of the 29 clients that the intern saw during the
course of the internship, 19 consented to having- their
sessions taped.
The intern viewed these tapes alone, or Balllettmsli
his fellow intern sat in on the viewing. In each case
the purpose was to critically evaluate the counsellinq
skills of the intern. The intern feels that he
benefited significantly from this exercise, as it gave
him an opportunity to receive immediate feedback on his
progress throughout the course of the internship.
InterperaOD&l 'roc....ecall '1'ra1niD9
To enhance the growth of the intern'. counselling
skills, Dr. Hurley recommended that he take part in a
program at the Centre which was mainly designed for
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first year Family Practice re.idents entitled.
Interpersonal process Recall Training (:IPR). IPR
traini.ng is directed at developing three general sets
of skills. These are:
1. The ability to understand clearly What a
person is saying:-overtly and covertly-on
both the cognitive and the atrective
levels.
2. The ability to better recognize and label
the impact another person is having on
3. The ability to share the understanding we
develop with those who. we are
communicating. That is, wben it is
appropriate to do so, to be able to tell
others the things we are hearing and the
reactions they l\J:e enqend'lrinq in u•.
(Kagan, Burford, and Garland, 1988, p.20)
To foster the growth of the above skillS, video
tapes of patients and clients that the intern and
residents had recorded each week were presented •• part
ot each IPR llIeeting_ The•• videotapes were used as the
groundwork for discussion and skills building. The
intern and )."I')sidents were also acquainted with the
interactive model of counselling which is designed to
help participants identify When and why they are
experiencing difficulties during sOllle interview•.
Interpersonal Process Recall Training was
scheduled for Wednesday's from 9:00 - 12:00, and lasted
for a period of eight weeks. The intern spent a 'Cotal
of 24 hours engaged in IPR.
Taking part in the IPR was one of the most
rewarding exercises that the intern took part in during
the entire internship. It gave the intern a chance to
critically examine his counselling skills, through
viewing videotapes of his own counselling sessions in a
atmosphere that was non-threatening. It offered an
opportunity for the intern to engage in some s81f-
exploration thereby helping discover issues that impact
on counsolling skills. The IPR also afforded the
intern time to build upon his personal style of
counselling by affording hi1ll the opportunity to
practice implementation of interactive-communication
skills including: exploratory, affective, and listening
responses and honest la1:lel11n9.
2.
Ca.. CoararaDoiDg'
During the course of the internship, the intern
participated in weekly one-hour case conferencing
sessions. Each week one counsellor would present a
case file from one of his/her onq01n9 cas... Following'
the presentation, the other counsellors would offer
constructive feedback.
The intern's case conference was scheduled on June
5, 1992 and he presented one clIent: from his case
tiles. This experience offered the intern the unique
experience of receiving feedback from counsellr.cs that
have had up to 30 years ot experience in the rleld ot
offering- counsellinq services. The intern feels that.
as a result: of being exposed to this exercise, he has
become monl cognizant of the differing approaches that
can be taken to a single counselling scenario.
A total of II hours per week were spent in case
conferencing with other staff lIlembers .
•••••rcb/••adiIl9
counse.llors on faculty at the Counselling '':entre
have at their disposal eight hours which they can
devote to conducting research. This time was also
provided to the intBrn and was spent mainly in the
pursuit of books and articles that related to his
internship project. The intern also used thls time to
do some additional reading on areas that were ot
personal interest to him. They included such iilrea. a.
hypnosis. sexual abuse and the us. of cognitive
behavioral therapy in the treatment of depression. !\">
well the intern spent time researching topics
significance to his own counselling caseload. An
annotated bibliography of books and materials read
during- the internship is presented in Appendix A.
Maintaining' Log a1l4 ca.. ril••
To help keep track. ot the activities that the
intern participated in during the internship, a daily
log was kept. At the end ot each day the intern would
compile the activities of that day. As well. reactions
to these events were also recorded. The intern found
that in completing the log each night, it helped to
bring closure to the day's activities. It was also a
valuable tool in helping to complete this report.
As per keeping with the regulations of the
Counsellinq Centre. the intern was required to COllIplete
an intake summary outlining the presenting problem of
the client, (see Appendix C). As well, case tile notes
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had to be updated after each counselling session. In
addition, the intern was required to maintain a master
list of clients' names, their presenting preblem(al,
and the dates that they ""ere seen. This list was
presented to the field supervisor each week during the
regular supervision meeting-.
During the last week of the internship, the intern
waa required to complete case summary sheets, (see
Appendix D) on all 29 clients that he had seen during
the thirteen week period.. These case files were then
passed on to the field supervisor, who reviewed them
and then co-signed them. The intern spent a total of
60 hours lIaintaining his 109, writing tile notes and
completing the case summaries.
8up.rvilioD
For the first seven weeks of the internship. Dr.
George Hurley was the intern's supervisor, during which
time regular one-hour weekly meetings were held. This
time was usually spent reviewing videotapes and
discussing the progress and concerns of the intern with
regard to each of his clients. The intern found these
meetings to be both challenging and insightful. It
gave the intern a chance to critically analyze his
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counsellinq style and at the same time develop neW'
skills under the guidance of his field supervisor.
The next four weeks of the internship were
supel'v!sed by Or. B. Mark Schoenberg. Again regular
one-hour meetings were scheduled and they followed a
format similar to the first seven weeks. One deviation
from the regular schedule saw the intern being exposed
to the area of hypno£is. This is an area of interest
for the intern, and h'1 was delighted when Dr.
Schoenberg agreed to elaborate on this fOrlll of therapy.
The final two weeks of the internship were
supervised by Dr. Elizabeth Church, and again .followed
the same format as those held with the two previous
supervisors (e.g., reviewing s8Cjr..:mts of counselling
tapes). Throughout the internship, and apart from the
regularly scheduled supervision, Or. Church would also
meet with the intern and a fellow intern to view
counselling videotapes of each other's sessions. This
was particularly helpful to the intern because it gave
him a chance to observe other counsellors theoretical
orientations and approaches in action.
In addition to the above mentioned supervision,
regular one-hour meetings were scheduled with Dr.
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Elaine Davis to discuss any proble.a and concerns that
the intern 1Iay have encountered with the Assertivenes.
Train!nq group during the previous week. As well as
discuss!nq the events of the previous ",.ek, this tilll.
w.a also spent preparing tor the upcoming .8.sion.
These .eetings were quite beneficial in allowing the
intern to express 80m8 of his concerns and aspirations
tor the upcominq .8ssion. As well, the constructive
feedback the intern received proved helpful in future
sessions ....ith the group.
During the internship, the intern Illet reqularly
with his faculty supervisor, Dr. Ti. seifert. These
Wleatings, like the ones at the Centre focused uinly on
the progress and concerns of the intern. These
aeatings were also particularly helpful to the intern
in designing- the research c01lponent ot' this report.
At the close ot' the internship, the intern .et
with both field and faculty 5uperviPlors on separate
occasions, at ",hich time it was agreed that the goals
outlined by the intern bet'ore the onset ot' the
internship had been achieved. At that tille, it was
also agreed that the intern had bene!lted signHicantly
t'ro. the internship experience.
"
COIICLUIIOM
Thill chapter has outlined the various activities
that the intern was engaged in during his internship at
"nor!al University's Counselling' centre. The intern
feels that as a result of being "'.xposed to the
experiences described above, he has been successful in
achieving his overall aim of enhancing his professional
growth and development as a counsellor.
The placement at the Counselling Centre gave the
intern an opportunity to work with professionals who
have been in the fleld of counselling for over thirty
years. The intern feels that this experience has
helped him build upon his counselling skills, and in
turn has boosted his self cont idenee as a competent
helper. The experience is one that this intern would
recommend to further graduate students in Educational
psycholoqy.
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Cbaptar III
11fT00.aIP l'l'ODY
Intro4uatioll
Having completed several courses in coqnitive
psychology, having reviewed relevant literature
pertaining to the sUbject, and having consulted with
professionals in the IIrea of learning disabilities, the
intern undertook a study to determine the link between
tIletacognitive training via verbal self-instruction and
the comprehension performance and study strate9ies of
university students who have been diagnosed as having a
learning ';lsability.
stat...nt of Purpo••
In conducting this study, the intern intended to:
1. determine the eftects of teaching the
lIetacognitive strategy of self-questioning via
verbal self-instruction on the comprehension level
at university students who have been diagnosed as
having a learning disability.
2. deterJIine if there is a change in the students'
learning' and study strategies as a result of
taking part in this study.
,.
btional.
Metacoqnition is a tena that describes the
knowledge that learners have about their cognitions,
veIl as their ability to aonitor an4 control their
cognitive proc.s•••• (Duell, 1986; Baker and Brown,
1981&j Flavell, 1979; Forrest-Pressley, Mackinnon, and
Waller, 1985). Research in the area of metacognition
has grown over the past tifteen years, .a educators aT,.
educational researchers have displayed increased
interest in the importance of cognitive processes in
the education of both children and adults CHarode,
1987} •
Data obtained froo. this research suggest that
successful learners ditfer froa the les8 successful in
important ways. Baker and Brown (lgS.a, 1984b) found
that good readers possessed metacognitive skills in
readinq, whereas poor/ i1l\Jl.ature readers demonstrated a
deficiency. The authors also discovered that 900d
readers monitored their own readin9 co_prehension and
spontaneously displayed suitable debu99in9 strateqie.
to resolve comprehension problems. Poor/i_ature
readers, on the other hand, were found to have deficits
in this area.
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A .i.Uar observation vas Jlade by Tei and Stewart
(1985), who found that successful learner. can describe
their ..thode and strategies tor reading, whereas 1es.
auccess:ul learners se•• unaware of deliberate
atrateqi•• that could be employed. The i.plications of
this res••rch, say Tel and stewart (1985), are that
"learners who are not ilware of their own learninq,
their IiaitaUcna, or the complexity of the task at
hand, can hardly b4 expected to take preventative
act.ion in order to anticipate and then recover fro.
co.prehension failures" (p. 4).
Having stated that poor learners show def-leits in
a.tncoqnitive strategies and that metacognition is an
acquired -skill whose developJDent can be facilitated
with proper instruction, Brown,lg81a, 1981b, 1982,
Flavell, (1979), Tei and Ste"lart, (1985), and Wong,
(1988), all suggest that an effective way to help SOllie
less successful learners overcollle their readinq and
study problells is to teach thelll metacognitive
strategies.
In recent years, lletacognition haa found its way
into the field of learninq disabiliti.. (Wong, 1985&,
1985b), and while research has demonstrated that
J.
students have benefited fro. instruction in
metacoqnitive training', strategy _aintenance and
qeneralization are not often observed (Chan, 19911.
This inability of learning disabled students to
maintain and generalize lII.etacoqnitive skill. can be
attributed to deficit. in self- requlation of strategic
behaviors, rather than an inability to acquire lind
execute specific strategies (Harris, 1986; Torgensen,
1982; Wong, 1985).
Chan (1991), Buggests that learning disabled
students can acquire skills in self-regulation of
strategic behaviors by self-instruction training'. Chan
(1991) defined self-instruction training as: lOa set of
procp.dures designed to teach students to gaIn
conscious, personal executive control over a learning
task by usinq self-instructions or self-state.en'.) to
quide their proble.-solvinq process- (p. 421). Chan,
investigated the etficiency of self-instruction in
combination with selt-questioning, considered by a
number of researchers to be one ot the most etfective
metacognitive skills (Haller, Child, , Walberg, 1988;
Ganz , Ganz, 1990. Singer, 1978). with tifth and sixth
grade learning disabled students to improve their
,.
identification of main idlilllllll in a paragraph. The
results of the study indicated that students who ....ere
instructed using this method achieved higher scores
than those who were taught through the dsmonstration-
practice technique. etlan (1991) contends that self-
instruction is apprnprlate for teaching learning
disabled students because it can assist the development
of self-regulation through self-statements. whlch in
turn may lead to more effective and more appropriate
use and generalization of cognitive strategies.
Based on the results obtained from Chan's stUdy,
the intern conducted a somewhat similar stUdy with
university students diagnosed as having a learning
disability, to determine if similar results would occur
in an adult population. In addition, the intern was
also interested in finding out if the students' actual
learning and stUdy skills improved as result of
participating in the program.
sigDificaDC. ot tb. study
This stUdy was designed primarily to ascertain the
benefits of metacognitive traininq via verbal self-
instruction on the comprehension level and stUdy
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strategies of university students who have been
diagnosed as having a learning disability.
While this area is of personal interest to the
intern, it shoUld also be of value to c.ducators in
their work not only with students who have learning
disabilities, but with any student who may have
deficits in lIletacognitive development.
The information gained in this study hao assisted
the intern in developing new insights in the area of
learning disabilities. This study may also serve as a
catalyst fOl" other professionals to enter into further
research in the area of learning disabilities.
In addition, it has, hopefully, prOVided the
participants of the stUdy useful insight into their
reading and study strategies.
R••••rcb Qu••tioa.
1. To what extent does llletacognitive training via
verbal self-instruction affect the comprehension
level ot university students who have been
diagnosed as having a learning disabil1ty?
2. Do the stUdents show actual improvements in their
learning and stUdy strategies as a result ot
participating in this study.
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LXTDA'rUJUI .....!."
'l'llBOJlIU O. LDlUrIIfG DUUl"LI'1'IU
AblUtr-o.Uc:lt Tbeoq
Traditionally. the poor pert'ono.ance of learning-
disabled (LO) children on acad••le and expert••ntal
tasks has been attributed to specific structural or
ability deficits (Harris, 1986). According to Wong,
(1985&), this model sU9q:ests that " ..• certain children
fail to learn well in school because of deficits in
processing functions - that is, ability deficits" (p.
143). For example, a student 1'!Iay be experiencing
auditory reception or visual perceptual problems which
i.pede the acquisition of reading skills (Palincsar and
Brown, 1987). For ~hese particular children to learn,
the theory suggests that special instructional methods
are necessary to build, in the LD child, those areas in
which ability deUcits have been found. Thus, says
Wong (1985a). "in the elISe of a child diagnol'led to have
ability deficits in auditory processinq, she or he will
be given exercises in auditory processing in the hope
of strengthening this area of funC'"":.ioning"(p. 144).
The ability-deficits theory has cOllie under BOllle
heavy fire from opponents who suqCjeat that it has
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limited usefulness when planning and executing
instruction (Arter' Jenkins,1978; HallUl\ill , Larsen,
1974). Others like Wong (1985a) contend that there is
a lack ot a demonstrated relationship between the LD
students' ability deficits and their academic proble_s.
Without such documented empirical evidence batween the
two, Wong proposes that we N ••• Illay not justifiably use
ability deficits to explain academic problems in LD
students" (p. 144).
Another concern associated with deficit training
in auditory or visual processes, is its inability to
transfer to reading (Myers and Hammill, 1982). Brown,
(1982) and Jenkins (1979) sU9gest that the main problem
associated with this lack of transfer is the tact that
by focusing tontirely on the LD students' ability
deficits, the proponents of this theory often fail to
grasp the complexity of the learning situation, in
which any nUlllber of factors detet'lline the learners'
learning out.come .
8k111a-.Datig1t Tbaory
Another theory that was also popUlar at the same
time, the academic-skills theory, rejected the
assumption that academic tailure in LD students ....as due
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to ability dl!ficits, and proposed that such failures
were due to okl11s deficits (Wong. 1985a). According
to such researchers as Lerner, (1981), and Wallace and
McLoughlin, (1979) teachers should concentrate on
teaChing the academic skills that are weak rather that
spending time focusing on the ability deficits ot the
students.
This theory, like the ability-deficit theory, has
not been without criticislIl. Lerner (1981), questions
whether le<ilrning itself is composed of a series of
separate and discrete skills. Another criticism aimed
at the skills-mastery theory suggests that there is
more to learning than the acquisition of
knowledge/skills. The learner, say Baker and Brown
(19844), (1984b), must also knoW' where and when to use
his/her newly acquired knowledge/skills •
••tacoqaitiv. TII.or)'
In light of the criticisms of the ability-deficits
and skills-defieit theor ies, there has emerged another
theory that seeks to explain academic difficulties/
failures in LD students. The JIletacoqnitive theory
suggests that rather than an ability or a skills
deficit, such failurss in LD students are frequently
..
t.he result of problems in self-regulation of organized,
strategic bClhaviors, rather than an inability to
acquire and execute specific strateqies (Wonq.1982).
Thus, say Baker and Brown (1984a). for the learner to
be able to use and control his/her appropriate
background and strategic knoWledge, she or he needs
metacognitive skills.
Torqensen (1979) contends that. rather than beinq
limited in their Clapacity to learn to read, many LD
children may have diffiCUlty in the management of their
strategies. Torqensen and Kal1, (1980) found that. LD
students failed to spontaneously produ:::e appropriate
task strategies, While mild prompts or direct
instruct.ion in cognitive and metacoqnitlve strategies
improved performance. Similar observations regarding
the failure of LD students to spontaneously employ
effective strategies have been observed by Tarver,
Hallahan, Kauffman, and Ball (1976) and Dawson,
Hallahan, Reeve, and Ball (1979) in their studies on
selective! attention. In a later study conducted by
Slife, weiss, and Bell (1985), metacognitive
differences ....ere also found between LD students and
their nonidentical peers on a mathematical problem
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Bolving task.
sensitivity to important textual intoraation or
••If-.onitorinq i. an iJlpartant metac09nitive skill in
reading and study (Brown, 1980). rt is a180 one at the
are.e In whIch LD stUdents Beem to have problems.
According' to wong (19858), • in8ufficient ••It-
monitoring- of one'. state of readinq comprehension may
be one causal factor in reading cOlllprehension problems
in LD students" (p. 165).
The illlportance of developing selt-monitoring
skIlls in young children cannot be overstated. To
(Vygotsky, 1962). the development of regulatory selt-
verbalIzations (private speech) a1ll0n9' children is
considered a prerequisite for 1I0re sophisticated
cognitive functioninq. Thus, says Harris (1986),
•... it can be hypothesized that young lD children
exhibit deficiencies in the production ot appropriate
private speech in task situations" (p. 64).
Harris (1986) suggests that the existence of
detiGits in task-relevant pri. .CPo. speech among LD
children " ... provides further evidence that
performance problems among LD children are frequently
related to deficits in self-regulation of organized,
..
strategic behaviors rather than .tructural or ability
det'icits" (p. 74).
8J:LP-QOB8'l'IO)lllfQ
If indeed LD students do show dericits in private
speech or self monitoring skills, what type. of
remediation CQuid be utilized to help the.8 students
acquire these metacognitiv8 Slkllls? One strategy that
has been tauqht frequentlY 1n cognitive lind
metacognitive progrC\ms is self-questioning_ Haller,
Child and Walberg (198B). in conducting a synthesis of
metacognitive skills, found self-questioning to ba
effective as a monitoring and regulating: strategy.
singer (1978) contends that to think deeply about what
one is reading, one has to wrestle with the text
through self-questioning. Ganz and Ganz (1990) a180
feel strongly about the effectiveness of self-
questioning. They sugg:est that "self-interrogation is
an effective study technique for the recall ot
information and is more efficient than other techniques
such as passive, desperate rereading:" (p. 182).
Whimbey and Whimbey (1975) say that tor poor readers,
instruction in self-monitoring: questions appears
particularly relevant because they tend to be unaWare
of their lack of re.ding comprehension. The key then,
eay Chan and Cole (1986) " ••• to efficient reading .ay
be to participate in such contrived dialogues with the
author of the text, Which involve question lind answer
interactions" (p. 34).
In utilizing a selt-questioning strategy, students
are taught to generate their own questions during
reading to promote learning through: <a> inVolving ·the
reader in active integration of the text, (b)
activating prior knowledge relevant to the text, (c)
Betting a purpose for the readinl) activity, (d)
directing attention to important propositions in the
text, (e) reflecting on semantic propositions of the
text (and thus involving- oneself in the hig-her levels
of text-processing), and (f) checking for difficulties
in comprehension and working- out means of overcominq
those difficulties (Wong, 1985b).
Singer (1978), in discussing the purpose of
teaching students to formulate their own questions,
cautions us that the sole purpose is not to have
students retain information. The goal, he says, is
..... to teach students a process of learning trom text
which emphasizes the reader's purposes and the dynamic
.s
interaction batw.en the reader and. the printed pag8,
including selective attention to those aspect. of text
that are relevant to satisfying students' curiosity"
(p. 904).
• •••arcla OD .elf-Que.tlolling'
There have been a nU1D!J.er of studies that have
sought. to test the effectiveness of .elf-que.tioning
technique. on students who have been diagnosed aG
having ill learning disability.
Wong and Jones (1982) trained LD students to
monitor their comprehension via self-questioning. The
results ot their stUdy showed that training
substantially increa.ed LD students' awareness of
important textual units, as well as their ability to
formulate good questions involvinq thOB. units. In
addition, training facilitated their reading
comprehension.
Palincsal: (1986) also had success in improving
reading comprehension levels or seven LD students by
teaching them specitic cognitive and aetacognitive
strategies including selt-questioning. The LD
students' reading comprehension was alao well
maintained during maintenance and tollow up 1;::.e.te.
'9
Chan and Cole (1986) tound that the use ot selt'-
questioning to facilitate comprehension monitoring was
successful in improving the reselln!) comprehension
competence of LD children.
In a later study conducted by Chan (1991), LO
students were successfully taught to generate ••If-
questions to aid the.. in the identification of main
ideas from text.
IlftACOQIIf1'l'IVB ITRA'l'IQY IK.ftUC'l'IOII
According to Pillincs.r and Brown (1987) " ••. the
instructional agenda suggested by a metacognitive
approach includes (1) increasing the learner'.
awareness of the task demands, (2) teaching the student
to use appropriate strat8qies to facilitate task
completion, and (3) teaching the student to monitor the
application of these strateqies" (po 67) 0 Most
important, says Palincsar (1966), to any successful
metac09nitive strategy" •• 0 is the gradual transfer of
control of the strategy froll the teacher to the
student" (p. 122) 0
Evidence of strategic-production deticiencies
alllong LD children has had a significant impact on the
types ot intervention strategies employed (Harria,
,.
19861. Harris, (1982) and MeichenbaullI, (1976) have
suggested the ulle or cognitive- Mhavioral modificat.ion
(CBM) techniques with LD children. According t.o Harrb
(1986). It (CBM) technique. typically incorporate ••1(-
regulation of cognitive and .etacognitive atrategiee,
••It-verbalizations .e crucial tools for aChieving ••If
regulation, and place emphaeis on the activ. role of
the child in the learninq process" (p. 64). Thus, say
Hallahan, Kneedler, and Lloyd, (1983). the u •• of CDM
with LD children is seen as If. logical and effective
match up betveen individual characteristics and
treatment procedures" (p. 208).
One mothod of CBM instruction proposed by
Vygotsky (1.962) and Luria (1959, 1982) is called verbal
Self-Instruction Training (vsr). The Vyqotsky and
Luria model involves modelling the use of inner speech
or self-instructions of the child. "Modellinq by the
clinician i8 followed by a set of carefully prescribed
step. for teaching the child to u•• verbal aelf-
instructions in his/her own problem solving attempts"
(Kirby and Grimley, 1986, p. 73). The prolllot.ion of
this inner speech is hypothesized by Vyqot8ky (1978)
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and Wertsch, (1979) to increase a child's awareness and
self-control of thought processe8.
The step. of Verbal Self-Instruction Training as
outlined by vyqotsky and Luria. are .a follov.:
1. Ta.k ••UOtiOlli The clinician IiI_Iects • task that
involves sustained focused attention and requires
the US8 of SOlle systematic plan or strateqy for
Buccessful completion.
2. COCjlllU'... KodeliDq Cd. at_q••). The clinician
models the solution of the task.
3. OVert Batenal Quill.aoel Next, the clinician hila
the child complete the task while the clinician
verbally instructs hill/her through it.
... OVert aelt Guid.Doel Here the Clinician has the
child complete the task again (or a similar one)
while using the child's own self-statements \:0
guide bia/her to a solution.
5. Xo«e11119 of l'ad.4 0geri .eU-Qui4azr.ce: In this
step, the clinician models the whispering of the
instructions to him/herselt while going through
the task.
,. ebild Practic. of l'a4.4 o.e:rt ••UooQuidaDca. The
1=lurpose of this 8tep is to help the child 8e. the
nature and usefulness of genuine 881f-
instructions.
7. 1I04.11D9 of Covert ••It-IadruotioDI During this
step th.e clinician !loves his/her lips, looka
pensive, pauses to check two alternatives by
pointing at one and then the other, and so on.
•• Child 'raotice ot Covert .elt-ID8trv.ctloDI DUring
this final step the child has to think hfa/har own
way through the task at hand. Since thi8 step
involves covert self-instruction, the clinician is
able to monitor directly the child'a thinking
(l<irby and Grimley, 1986).
Meichenbaum's (1977) self-instructional model is
also a CBK technique derived froWl the one above.
However, he has tril1lllled his working lIodel down to rive
steps. They include: (1) Cognitive Modeling, (2) Overt
External Guidance, (3) Overt Self-Guidance, (4) Faded
Self-Guidance and (5) Covert Self-Guidance.
Keichenbaum's 1IIodel, like the Vygotsky and Luria .odel,
seeks to move the SUbject frail It ••••adeled induced use
of task-relevant private speech to the use of covert
task-relevant speech in the solution of a probl••-
(Harris, 1986, p. 66).
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RISI.AllCK 011 8ZLI'-I.8TRUCTIOMAL 'l'RAIIIIIIQ
Research on self-instructional training in the
area :;f learninq disabilities has been quite promising.
Harris, (1982) and Torgensen, (1982) view self-
instructional training to be particUlarly promising in
remediating poor attention. concentration, effort, and
persistence among LD children, as well in improving
strategic perfonance.
Rendall and Finch (1979) utilized self-
instructional training while working with impulsive,
emotional disturbed children. The results of this work
indicated improvements in both task-relevant
verbalizations and higher scores on the Matching
Familiar Figures test.
Kirby and Grimley (1986), in their work with
Attention Deficit Disorder (ADD) children, supported
the notion of utilizing self-instructional training as
a form of therapy. They suggest that "the exciting
promise of such treatment is that it encourages
children to bEcome aware of and take responsibility for
directing and changing their own behavior" (p. 119).
Chan (1!)91) successfully trained LD students to
identify main ideas by the self-instructional
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technique. These students scored higher mean scores
than those taught by a demonstration technique.
In a study by Harris (1986). LO students were
taught selt-instruction training llS a way ot increasing
their proportion of task-relevant (TR) private speech.
His findings indicated that self-instruction training
resulted in a significantly higher proportion of TR
private speech among LD students. According to Harris
(1986), "the significant higher rate and proportion of
TR in the self-instructional training condition
indicates that this is an effective technique for
10"":-::109 TR self-verbalizations" (p. 73-14).
CONCLQSION
Hetacognition has IJenerated a new orientation to
the remediation of LD students (Wong, 1986). Implicit
in this remedial orientation is the focus of the
individual in taking an active role in his/her own
learning (Brown, 1980; Kirby and Grimley, 1986). In
addition to academic concerns, Wong (1986) contends
that there is a more important reason tor training LO
students self-monitoring skills. She states that
n ••• we not only need to improve LO stUdents' academic
skills, lore need to improve them to the extent that they
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could function autonomously like their normal-achieving
peers" (p. 22).
METHODOLOGY
The students who participated in the study were
university students who had been previously been
diagnosed as having a learning disability under the
supervision of Dr. Leroy D. Klas from the Faculty of
Education at Memorial University of Newfoundland.
Before the beginning of the spring term of 1992,
the intern attended a meeting of Memorial Universities
Learning Disabilities Association, at which time he
presented his proposed stUdy. The intern next asked
for volunteers to take part in the six week program.
As a result of this meeting six students agreed to take
part; however, one dropped out a week into the program.
The remaining group con_isted of three females and two
males.
The metacognitive traininq program. lasted a total
or eight ....eeks. Each ....eekly session ran for t ....o hours
and was scheduled on Wednesday nights from 7- 9 and
Friday mornings from 10-12. These time slots ....ere
chosen by the participants so as to accommodate their
class and work schedult'ls.
5'
During the initial session, participants completed
informed consent tOrtllS (Appendix C). as well as the
pre-tests of the Comprehension section of the Nelson-
Denny Reading Test and the Learning and study
Strategies Inventory. The next six sessions were spent
implementing the metacognitive training program via
verbal self-instruction as discussed in the following
section of this report.
The reading material used for the first two
sessions was selected from materials made available to
the intern by the Reading Specialist at the Centre, Mr.
Lester Marshall. Since the majority of the
participants in the study were completing first year at
Memorial University, the intern. with the assistance of
the reading specialist, selected reading material that
would be on par with first year university level
courses. For the remainder of the program,
participants brought in reading material from courses
that they were cOllpleting at the time. The intern
transferred this material to overheads for use in
further sessions.
The final session was used for completion ot post-
tests measures on both the Comprehension section ot the
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Nelson-Denny and the Learning and Study strategies
Inventory. The results of both pre and post-test
measures were then tabulated by Hr. L. Marshall.
The data obtained was :trom the study was next analyze,'"
using a sinqle SUbject desiqn in which each subject was
compared only to their own performances on pre and
post-test measures. The results of which are discussed
later in this report in the section entitled Results
and Discussion.
Till METACOGlfITIVI TRAINIIiG PROGRAM
The program which was utilh.ed during the six week
period involved the training of students in the various
components that comprise self-questioning. They
include:
(a) pr.-R••4iDg Qu••tloDiIl9= This type of questioning
serves to activate prior knowledge relevant to the
text as well as setting a purpose for the reading
activity (Chan, 1991). Some examples of questions
that were used during this stage included: "Look
at the title. What questions could you ask just
from the title alone'?" and "What is the nature of
the information being conveyed by the author?"
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(b) Durill.;-R••UD,9 gu••tiOlliDql These types ot
questions help the student direct attention to
important concepts in the text (Chan, 1991). SOlll8
examples of questions that were asked at this
stage included: noid I understand the main ideas
in tbe previouB section?" and "How are the ideas
in this section related to the previous one?"
(e) poat-a••ding' Qu••tioDIDqz These types of
questions, say Tel and Stewart (1985), are
essential for evaluating the students' overall
understandinq of the text. Some examples of
questions asked at this stage include: "00 I
understand everything that I have read?" and "Can
I list the main points of the text?"
Each of the above components of self-questioning
was presented in turn to the students via Keichenbaum's
(1977) model of self-instruction. This model consists
of the foll"wing five staqes:
1. coqD,itiv. No4eUD,9: This stage involved the intern
modeling each component of self-questioning by
"thinking aloud" before, during and after reading
throuqh the text that was presented to the
students via overhead projector. In this way. the
5.
intern verbaUzed the self-qu••tion and at the
s ••• ti.., answered it as well.
2. OYert bterul"Qui4Uae: During this stage, the
students were instructed to imitate the intern's
aelf-questioning routine; that 1s, both intern and
students read through the given text t04Jether.
using overt selt-questions and answers. In using
this approach, the intern's role vas to quide the
students through the task.
3. overt SeU-Qui4allcel At this stage, the students
themselves read through the text while verbalizing
the aelf-questions aloud. Thia process allowed
the intern to observe the student's independent
use ot the selt-questioninq strateqy.
4. 1'.4.4 leU-QuidaDca: The students, at: this staqe.
read the text while Whispering the selt-questions.
This allowed the intern to continua lIlonitoring,
while tading the self-ql:.et;tioning trom the overt
level.
5. Covert .elt-Quid.lloe: At this tina I stage, the
students read the text using covert selt-
questions.
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I)lS'l'lUDUnATIOB
The comprehension section of the Nelson-oenny
Reading Test, developed by M. J. Nelson and E. C. Denny
(1960), was used as II measure to determine it
comprehension levels at the students changed as II
result at taking part in the six week proqram. Form A
of the test was used for the pre-test and form B WIIS
used for the post-test.
According to Buras (1965) the Nelson-Denny test
" .•. is one of the better of its kind and represents II
useful improvement of an already useful test" (p.
1078). Bures goes on to Sll9'9'8St that" ... the test may
facilitate a survey of a field where we admittedly lack
good information-the growth of reading power in the
college years" (p. 10S0).
To determine the extent to whlch the students
learning and study strategies may have:changed over the
course of the program, the Learning and study
strategies Inventory (LASSI), developed by Weinstein,
Palmer, and Schulte (1987), w,",s employed for both the
pre and post-test measures. According to the LASSI
User's Manual, the inventory consists of 130 items and
has a test-retest correlation of .88 for the total
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instrument. It is primarily designed, says Weinstein
(1987) "to measure college atudent.' use of learninq
and study strategies" (p. 2). In reviewing the LASst,
Headley (1988) stated that the authors assert that the
LASSI can be used for anyone ot the following: (1) to
diaqnose and remedlata studying weaknesses, (2) as pre
or post tests to measure student ~chieve1l1ent in and to
evaluate the SHeeess of study streteqtes courses, and
(3) as a counselling instrument in college orientation
courses. weinstein (1987) also suggests that the LASSI
can be used to measure "both overt and covert thoughts
and behaviors related to successful learning ..• that can
be altered through educational interventions" (p. 2).
Mealey (1988) supports this contention when she states
that if the LASSI were given at the beginning and end
of a developmental studies program with a reading/study
strategies component, then it "lIIay provide insights
into students' self-reported academic strengths and
weaknesses coupled with their academic self-concept, a
generally neglected area of concernK (p. 384-85).
RI8DdtCB DI8IO.
The research design used in this study was the
One-Group Pretest-Posttest Design. The program
.2
consisted of three separate components: (l). the
adJainistration of the Nalson-Cenny Reading Te.t (Form
A) and the Learninq and Study Strategies :rnventory
(LASSI) ..s pretest measur... 80th of these instrulIlents
purport to measure chang•• in the dependent variables
contained in the study. The foraer .e.sure. chanqeB in
reading comprehension levels of the participants while
the latter measures changes in the learning llnd study
strategi•• of the participants; (:il), t.he application
of the treatment (The Metacognitive Training Program).
which is the independent variable; and (3). tha
administration of post-test measures, Which includes
the NelSO;j-Denny Reading Test (ForlD B) and LASSl:.
These measures serve to detect changes in the two
depender.t variables in the study.
Accordin9 to Campbell and stanley, (1963), the
above desi9n poses some inherent threats to internal
validity. Two of these threats may include, history
and maturation. However, the intern telt that 9iven
the const1"aints of time anli the limiteli nUlDber of
participants, this type ot d.esign was suited to thia
particular study" Although the one-group preteat-
p08ttest liea19n haa its flaws, Bor9 and Gall (1989)
suggest that it " ..• is especially appropriate when you
are atte.ptinq to chang. a behavioral pattern or
internal proces8 that ia very .table" (p. 672). It is
the intern's beliet' that me\:.4cognitive skills tall
logically into this category. Thus. this design was
e.ployed in this study.
PROC80ORB
.artioipants Re.ponsibility
1. Those who agreed to participate in the program
were required to complete a conllent torm (Appendix
E) •
Those who agreed to participate in the program
were required to complete two separate measures on
two ditferent occasions. These were completed
prior to the first training session, and after the
last training session.
1. Prior to the start of the program, meeting with
the Learning Disabled Society on campus to obtain
volunteers t'or the program.
2. Obtaining permission from the participant. at the
beginning of the initial session, explaining the
purpose of the program and students'
responsibi~ity, and. collecting consent tanas.
eeveloping and implelllenting the metacognitive
program that the students participated in during
the course at the six weeks.
4. Aainistration or two lIeaaUrelllent instrwaents all
two separate occasions.
5. Hiring an independent marker to score the results
of the above mentioned measures.
6. Ensuring confidentiality.
7. Completing an analysis of each participant·s
prettllBt and posttest scores on the above measurea.
8. Obtaining approval of the ethical procedurlls in
the study from the Faculty Ethics Review COlUlllittee
(Appendix F).
.........
The purpose of this study was to develop,
implement, and evaluate a matacognitive training
program using university students who were diagnoeed as
having- a learning disability. The intern soug-ht to
address the ~ollowing two questions:
1. What eftect does taking part in a
metacognitive traiuing program have
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on the comprehension level or
participants?
2. What effect does takinq part in a
aetacognitive training program have
on the study strategies of
participants?
RIISULTI UD DIIeo-IBIOII'
The results of this study are presented using the
following format. First, for each of the five
~articipants, the Bcore sWIlIIIaries and percentile
rankinq8 for both pre and pesttest measures on the
Comprehension Section of the Nelson-Denny Reading Test
are presented via table fanat; this is followed by a
descriptive analysis of each of the participants
performance on this measure. Comparisons are made
only between an individual's own pre and post-test
scores and percentile rankings on this measure, rather
than comparing one participant's reBults with that of
another. This sam. procedure is followed when
diRcussinq the results of each participant on the
Learning and study strategies Inventory (LASSI).
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Tabh a
PI'••ad Poator••t 8001" ••lIa ••r08Dtl1••'DJdDCJ. tor
••o~ .ut101p_t aD tbe Coapr.baDaioD. 8.otioD of th•
••laOD"DaIUl7 ...41DCJ '1'••t
Participant Pre-'1'eat \:-tile Pestteat '-tile
NUl\ber Raw Score Rank Raw Score Rank
18
22
16
22
20
14
2'
20
20
'0
•
•2
•17
Partioipagt 11' As can be seen from Table 2,
participant number one's score on the post-test did not
improve as a result of taking part in the stUdy. In
fact, the raw score and percentile ranking WllS lower on
the post-test measure. It can be inferred from this
result that participant number one's comprehension
level was not strengthened as It. result of taking part
in the stUdy.
Partioipant 12. The results frOll Table 2 indicate that
participant nWllber t ....o's raw score on the Comprehension
section ot the Nelson-Denny Readinq Test increased by
.7
two points and the percentile ranking increased by one
percentage point. These reBults suggest only .i!'limal
gains in the comprehension pertonanee level of this
participant as II reault of participating in the
lMl:tacngnitive trainlnq proqt'u.
Ptrticipapt 'H The results froD. Table 2 indicate that
on the post-test IlllUlSUre, participant nwrtber thr.e
obtained a somewhat marginal increase of four points on
the raw score, coupled with an increase of ona
percentage point in the overall percentile rankinqs.
Again, as with the two previous participants, there
vare no slqniticant chllnqu in cOlllprehenslon
pertor-ance as a result of participating in the study.
participnt '4' As can hi' ~een fro. Table 2,
participant nuaber tour obtained a raw Bcore two points
loiter on the post-test than was scored on the pre-t••t.
The percentile ranking, however, increased by one
percentage point. This increase in percentile rankings
can be attributed to scaling: adju8tD1ents betWg8n the
two different comprehension sections on Forti A and Form
8 of the Nelson-Denny Reading Test. As was the case
's
with the other three participants, there were no
significant improvements by participant number four as
a result of participating in the metacognitiv8 training
program.
participapt 15; As can be seen from Table 2,
participant number five's score on the post-test
exceeded that of the pre-test by 10 points. This
result translated into an increase in the percentile
rankings from 2 to 17. These resultlll suggest that
participant number five'S comprehension performance may
have been enhanced as a result of participating in the
metacognitive training pr....gram.
Participant.' a••ulta OD tba LAlaI
Table 3 presents a summary of the pre and post-
test scores for the five participants in each of the
ten scales m-3llSUreS by the LASS!. Table 4 represents a
summary of the lDeans for each participant on bOth the
pre and posttest scales on the LASSI. Each of the
three-letter codes on the LASSI indicates a cateqory of
learning and stUdy strategies or tIlethods. The meaning
(.If the codes are:
=
.1"1' :: Attitude
IlO'l' :: Motivation
ftI'l' = Tia. Manageaent
US ::I: Anxiety
co. = Concentration
••
1ft = Intor1la.tlon Processing
IXJ: :: selecting Main Ideas
ITA :: Study Alds
8ft = Selt Testing
'1"'1 :: Test Strategies
7.
t'able 3
pre ucl 'oat"••t ... Icor•• for ••ell partioipaat 011 the
1'a. lealea of til. Laall
""".. ,artioipallta Pre Ul4 Poator••t ... IClor••
loal••
ATT (Pre) 22 33 31 3J 38
(Poet) 28 35 2' 37 38
MOT ,. 4. 22 31 32
26 4. 33 33 35
TNT 17 32
"
28 21
2. 34 23 3. 25
ANX 17 15 16 2' ,.
24 8 28 27 2.
CON 15 22 17 2. 2'
23 16 26 31 3.
INP 16 15 3. 31 35
31 22 31 32 37
SM1 13 11 18 18
17 18 2. 17
ST. 17 18 23 28 31
2. 2. 25 32 3.
SFT l' 22 23 3. 25
25 3. 17 31 26
TST 11 ,. 22 26 27
23 14 2' 31 2.
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As can be seen fr,* Table :), the group as a whole
shoved siqnific:ant qa1n8 on the following LASSI lIcales:
Motivation, Selecting Nain Ideas, study Aids, and Test
Strategies. The extent to which each participant
differed on all ten scales of the USSI are outlined
below.
Pra aael! 'oatT••t .u. Boor•• of tile ri••••rtioiputa
Dariv84 fro. t.a TeD .oal•• OD til. loU8I
.artioipaDt
.......
16.6
21.3
20.9
28.3
21.2
24.9
22.8
25.8
30.4
29.6
'arUoipa.t '11 It appears that trOll stUdying Tables 3
and 4, significant improvements were attained by
participant nWlber one. Gains were observed in all ten
ot the LASSI scal.s, translating into an increase in
the posttest mean of 8.3 points. It 18 suggested that
as a result of completing the metacognitive training
program, participant number one's learning and study
strategies appear to have improved.
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rarUaip'Dt. '2 I While participant number two reported
only slight gains in overall comprehension performance,
the same cannot be Baid for improv••ents in the
learning anel study strategies. Table 3 indicates that..
improvements were made in 'Sleven of the ten scales
measured by the LASSI. The Motivation scale remained
constant and two other areas, Anxiety and
concentration, reported depress-:d scores. One
suggested explanation for these lower scores could be
that the posttest was administered during final exam
week, which may have accounted for increased anxiety
and lack of concentration on the part of participant
number two.
Participant 131 As with the two previous participants.
the third participant showed illlprovements in the
acquisition of learninq and stUdy strateqies. As can
be seen from Tables 3 and 4. participant number three
showed gains in ei9ht of the ten scales measured by the
LASSI. These improvements saw the pre-test mean of
20.9 rise to 25.8 on the posttest measure, reSUlting in
an overall net gain of 4.9 points.
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r,rUcip.pt ,., Participant number four's results on
the LASSI. as reported in Tables 3 and 4, 'ndicate that
gains were attained in all but one of the ten scales.
The Anxiety scale WillS the only scale that reported II
depressed score on the post-test .enure. Overall, the
reBults on the LASSI would seell to indicate that
participant number tour did show gains in the
acquisition ot learning and study strategies.
participant 15 I As can be seen from Tables 3,
participant number five improved or remained stable in
all of the LASSI scales l:!xcept tor one. While the
Selecting Main Ideas scale did show a decrease in
score, this decrease Wll.S only by one point. Overall,
the reSUlts obtained by participant number five on the
LASSl were very encouraging.
LlklfA'1'I08. or 'l'II1 STODY
The following list outlines the limitations of the
internship's research exercise:
1. A small sample size of five makes it
difficult to generalize findings to other
salllpies.
"
2. The Nelson-Denny Reading Test lDay not have been an
accurate instrUlllent for detecting marginal
gains in reading comprehension on the part of
the participants.
3. Lack of a follow-up measure laade it difficult
to deterain. the extent to which the sk1ll.
learned in the study were maintained over a
per tad of time.
-4. A six-week period may not have been long
enough for the skills taught in the study to
be mastered by the participants.
5. Given the varying nature of what exactly
constitutes It. learning disability, it may be
possible that the metacognitive program did
not address each particlp;mt's own distinct
disability.
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.......0 IY
.axxu.:r UD UCOKJIDIDA'l'IOIl"
Ttl_ intern participated. in a thirteen week
Internahlp at the "norial Univeraity Counselling
Centre. During the plae...nt, he conducted a research
study which WillS designed to test the effecUveness of
••tacognitive traininCJ via verbal self-instruction on
the comprehension level llnd study strategies of
University students who had been diaqnosed as having a
learning disability.
The internship experience allowed the intern to
engage in .any prote.donal activities which enabled
hi. to enhance and build upon the skills learned in the
acad.aic courses whIch comprised the Haster's proqrall
in Educational Psycholoqy. These activiUf'l. included:
'a) individual counselling with 29 clients on a variety
ot personal, acadeaic, ilnd career concernll; (bl weekly
training in Interpersonal Process Recall Training in
counselling; (c) working five hours a week as a career
intorwatlon assistant in the Career Planning Centre;
Cd) co-leading an A8urtiveness Training Group tor a
period ot six week.; (e) participating in weekly case
7.
conferencing with the professional counselling staff at
the Counselling Centre; and (f) supervision and video
tape review of counselling sessions enabled the intern
to critically examine his counselling skills, building
upon his strenqths and r ••ediating his weaknesses.
The intern feels that ha was extremely fortunate
to have found an internship placement which offered hi.
an opportunity to attain the goals which he set for
himself at the outset of the internship. The intern
would highly recommend thA int,,-rnship option to other
graduate students in Educational Psychology. He would
also recommend the Counselling Centre as a site for an
internship.
The research component of the internship gave the
intern an opportunity to conduct a limited research
exercille in an area that was of interest to him. The
study was conducted with five volunteers from the
Memorial University of Newfoundland's Learning
Disability Association, and wall intended to determine
if training in metacognition via verbal selt-
instruction would enhance the reading comprehension as
well as the learning and stUdy strategies ot these
stUdents. The results of the stUdy indicated that
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whlh there were no significant gain. in the
participant's readinq cOllprehenl1on. there were
illProvellenta in their acquisition ot learning and study
strategies, .specially in the following arau:
Motivation, selecting Mllin Ide.. , Study Aids, and Test
strategies. It would appear that while the
participants were able to acquire the above atrateqlee,
it did not always tranlllate to lIeasurable lJaine in
cOlIPrehllna:ion performance.
aecouell4aUOll1l
The intern would like to make salle recommendations
for others who lIIiqht consider a similar internship
atudy:
1. Conduct 11 maintenance test to detenine the
extent to whlch the skills learned in the
pr09raa are ulntdned lind transferred over a
period of tiu.
2. Conduct this study with a larger population
to further deten!n. the extent to which this
method ot instruction could be valuable to
students and instructors aUke.
3 . Consider other lIleasure.ant instrWlents which
OlIay accurately determine changes in reading
cOlllprehension performance.
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Annotated 8i~lio9r.p1aY of •••41Dq.
coapl.ted Darill9 the IDtern.bip
American psychiatric Association. (1980).~
and statistical mAnual of mental disorders (Jrd
ed.). washington, DC: Author.
This is an excellent reference book for
diagnosis in clinical practice and research. It
offers a comprehensive list of the various
disorders that a counsellor may come across in
day-to-day sessions.
Bass, E., " Davis, L. (1988). The courage to heal A
auidl for women survivors of child sexu41 abuse New
York: Harper" Row.
This book is an inspiring, comprehensive
guide that offers hope and encouragement to every
woman who was sexually abused as a child. The
authors- Ellen Bass, A nationally known counsellor
and Laura Davis, a survivor of child sexual abuse,
provide clear explanations, practical suggestions,
and many moving first-person examples of the
recovery process drawn fro" their interviews with
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hundreds of survivors. The intern found this book
particularly helpful in workinq with some of his
clients.
Burns, O. D. (1980). F'eling Ggod' The n,w mood
~. New York: penguin Books.
This book discuss the role of cognitive
ther,lpy in the treat.ent of depression. The
author suggests that by changing the way ....e think
we can alter our moods, deal with emotional
problems, and get rid of depression without the
use of drugs. In clear simple language, Or. Burns
outlines" systematic prograa tor controlling
thought distortions that leads to pessi_ism,
letharqy, procrastination. low self~eBteelll. and
other "black boles" in depression.
Hurley, G., 'Garland, J. (Eds.). (19881,
Introduction to medical int.eryiewing. St. John's:
Muorial University of Newfoundland.
This book was used in conjunction with the
interns trll1ninq in Interpersonal Process Recall
Training conducted at the counsellinq centr-o The
book covers such topics as the following:
couunication akilla, listening responses, and
honut labellinq. There are also activities
contained within the text so as to give additional
written practice to each participant.
Pope., K. S., , Vasquez, M. J. (1991) • .Ethia.in...
p'ychQtberapy ond counselling' A praStic,l quide
for psychologists. San Francisco: J0!lsey-Bass
Inc.
The authors Kenneth S. Pope and Melda J.
Vasquez present Ilany important issues of sthics
and professional responsibility that one .ay
confront on a daily bub. The authors diaCU8S
such bsues as fees, inforJled consent, sexual
concerns, confidentiality, dOCWllentation, and
supervision.
TalllOn, M. (1990). Single "$lion therapy. San
Francisco: Jossey-BASs Inc.
Based on a stUdy of hundreds or slnqle
session cases, this book offers a realiatic,
practical approach to using .. single therapeutic
••
session to prompt substantial changes in clients
lives. Rather than suggesting that the thurapist
condense tive or t"lenty sessions into one, the
author describes how to make the most of clients'
innate ability to heal themselves. The author
also gives a step-by-step quide for using limited
therapeutic time more efficiently.
Zukerman, E. L. (1991). The Clinician's Tb",uru,'
guidebook for wording psycholggical reports and Qtbu
evaluations (2nd ed.). Pittsburg: Three Wishes Press.
This book is an excellent tool to assist the
already competent professional report writer in
carrying out his/her tasks. The book is divided
into five parts corresponding to the sequence of
constructing a report. This book was helpfUl to
the intern in .....riting both case file notes and
caGe summaries.
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9.
npEQTAPB/&UPJO'un PEBHISgIQN lOR"
I. _________, 9rant permission to have
lily counselling sessions at the Memorial university
counselling Centre videotaped/audiotaped. I understand
that the tapes will be used solely for the purposes of
supervision. That is, the tapes will be viewed only by
the counsellor, the counst!llor's immediate
supervisor(s) or in case conferences at the centre. I
can request that the taping cease at any time and/or
that the tapes be erased.
I also understand that refusinq to be taped will
not affect access to counselling at the centre.
Signature _
Witness
Date
APPBNDII C
.7
INTAIljI Iti'TIIRVXP
1. Client's presenting concern:
2. Intakers formulation of the problea(s):
J. Recommended constructive action:
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CAse StllDlARY SHEEt
CLIENT: COt1BSELLOR: _
Ggnera1 pnsenting Concerns: Academic, Career, Personal
~,
1.
2.
3.
4.
Tests Tok,":
COS' SUmmary:
5.
6.
7.
S.
9.
10.
11.
12.
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CONSENT FORM
DurClienl:
I am I ,radUllIe ltudcol in tho F..:ully of Edu.:..lioa at MelDOri&! Univellllity of
Newfowtdland. ~ part of my intemlhlp, Jam IlIldel'taltiDll &tudy 10 ev.-luate the efficacy of
metKopilivo lRiniD, vi, telf·inlttuetioo oa tbe COlDprebcGsiOD level aDd ltIldy .ua&eJics of
univenity studealll \OIbo hive beel:I diaposed alcamina: dilllobUity. I am requestin, your
partieipalioninthi.ltIldy.
Your participation would involve completin, lWO lep.trale 1DMS\lf'e, The NellOD-
Dmny Readi.lla Test aDd the Lu.miD,1Dd Study Strate,is U1vUltory, on two teparalo
oeeuiOOl: prior to tho start of the study, and illUlledialely fol1owinl the lut tl1Ii.nin, -.iDa.
Tbe&e two measulU will take approximately thirty minutes 10 complete.
Tho dltlJ.tbered will be kCfl~ coofideolialllld will be used only to evaluate the above
prolram. y~ may withdl1.w from tbft $lUdy C lUI}' timo limply by iJlformiD, me that you 00
loogofwishtolttclldtheremainiD.scssiollJl.
This study hu received tho approval of my cammillee memben and Memorial
University'. Faculty of EdllC.llioli Ethk3 Review Committee.
If yOIl are in qreernmt with partil;:ipaling. pl_ IiJD below aDd retIml 000 copy to
mo. Theotberil for rOil.
Youtls~ly,
BcalooJ.Walah
CouDsdliD, Intern
I, .berebyllRletoparticipatcmlatudytoevaluatetheeffettivenetI
of. tnellcopitive lrainia. pro.nm. I understand that pattieiplllioD il caliRly voluatary IDd
thst I may withdraw IllDy limo.
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FACULTY OF EDUCATlO;,,;
:\ICl1lorial Unh'crsity of Newfoundland
Faculty Committee for Ethical Review of
Rcsearch Involving Human Subjects
Certificate of Approval
h:ve~~igator: Mr. Bcalon J. Walsh
Investi;;ator's Workplace: Graduate Student, Faculty of Education
Supervisor: Dr. T. Seifert
Title of Research: The Effectiveness of Metacognilive Training, Via Self-Instruction on
the Comprehension Level and Study Slrategies of University Students
Who Have Been Diagnosed as Having a Learning Disabilit)'
,\pproval Date: June 30, 1992
The Ethics Review Committee has reviewed the protocol and procedures as described in
this r.:scmch proposal and we conclude that they conform to the University's guidelines
for resc<1fch involving human subjects,
Dr. George A, Hic1cman
Chairperson
Ethics Review Committee
Members: Dr, Ron Lehr
Dr, Walter Okshevsky
Dr, Dennis Sharpe
Dr. George A. Hickman
Dr. Patricia Canning
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\'1110 Have Been Diagnosed as Having a Learning Disolhility
,\p~ro\'al Da:e: June 30, 1992
The Eth;cs Rc''':ew Commiucc h..u reviewed the protocol :md procaJurcs as describcd iu
tll:s r.::search proposal and we conclude that they conform tu the Univcrsity's guidelines
for rc.O;C-Jrch involving human subjects.
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Chairpersun
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